
TEST REVIEW I

PART A: Vocabulary

1. _____________________ is characterized by advanced structures, record-keeping, and 
improved technology.

2. The time before records were kept might be called _____________________.
3. Before _____________________, humans were primarily _____________________.  they 

stopped moving frequently when farming began.
4. _____________________ is the study of past events, usually through the analysis of written 

records.
5. The _____________________ is an unofficial name for the region located between the Tigris 

and Euphrates Rivers in modern Iraq.
6. _____________________ were a form of written language in which symbols represented entire 

thoughts or words.
7. In contrast to #6, _____________________ was a “phonetic” system of writing, where symbols 

represented sounds.
8. In ancient Mesopotamia, most cities were located at the point where the Tigris and Euphrates 

Rivers empty into the Persian Gulf.  This region, known as the _____________________, tends 
to be rich in nutrients.

9. A _____________________ was an Egyptian king.  He represented a system of government in 
which religion and politics were mixed.  This political system can also be called a 
_____________________.

PART B: Reflections on Civilization

For each of the primary sources below, identify the requirement of civilization being illustrated.  
Then, write 2-3 sentences explaining how that requirement is being shown, using details from the text.

10. “As the river divides the city in two, anyone who wanted to cross from one part to the other had 
at first to go by boat, and this must have caused a good deal in inconveniences.  Queen Nitocris, 
however found an answer to this...She had long blocks of stone cut, and when they were ready 
and the basin for the river had been dug, she diverted its waters into the basin.  While this was 
filling, the old river bed became dry, and Nitocris used bricks baked in the same way as had 
been done for the walls to build embankments on either side of the river where it ran though the 
city, and ramps leading to them from the gates that opened on to the river.  At the same time she 
used the stone blocks which had been prepared to build piers for a bridge at the city center, 
binding the stones together with iron and lead.”

11. “Hammurabi, the king of righteousness, on whom Shamash has conferred law am I.  My words 
are well considered; my deeds are not equaled... If a succeeding ruler considers my words, 
which I have written on this inscription, if he do not corrupt my words, nor change my 
monument, may Shamash lengthen that king's rule.”

PART C: Answer the short reponse question in one paragraph.  Your paragraph must have an overall 
argument (thesis), and details to support it (support).

12. How did religion influence Egyptians to build the pyramids?


